The partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) method has shown to be useful in mixed circuit and electromagnetic analysis. In PEECs, the extensions from two to three dimensional modelling are mainly in the calculation of the partial self and mutual capacitive couplings. The considerable increase in problem size for 3 0 PEEC models result in a large number of partial elements that has to be calculated. This results in excessive calculation times if the capacitive calculation routines are poorly constructed. In this paper it is shown that by using local reduction matrices for the capacitive calculations, the calculation, time for PEEC model capacitance matrices can be decreased while keeping thi: accurucy.
INTRODUCTION
In the PEEC method [l, 21, conductors and dielectrics are represented by partial circuit elements. The partial elements for simple PEEC models are lumped inductances, capacitances and resistances that are calculated based on a discretization of a structure. For PEEC models including retardation the capacitive and inductive couplings must he delayed by the free space travel time between the source and field point disabling the use of most commercial circuit simulation software like SPICE [3] . Instead the circuit equations can be directly formulated and solved using a suitable method, for example, the modified nodal analysis (MNA) approach 141. The notation ( L p , P, R, T)PEEC are used for PEEC models to emphasize the inclusion of each group of partial elements where (L,) is the partial inductances, ( P ) the partial coefficients of potential, (R) the losses in conductors and dielectrics and (7) the retarded electric and magnetic field couplings.
Two discretizations are performed in the PEEC method, first the capacitive or surface cell discretization accounting for the charge distribution and electric field coupling and then the inductive or volume cell discretization representing the current flow in the structure and the magnetic field couplings. The discretization level and thus the number of partial elements are University of L'Aquila Poggio di Roio, Italy determined by conductors shapes and separations and most import,ant the upper frequency limit of the PEEC model. A rule of thumb is to use 20 cells per wavelength. When a geometry allows a discretization into orthogonal surface or volume cells the partial elements can be calculated using fast closed-form expressions. For non-orthogonal geometries [5], numerical integration routines must he used.
For PEEC models several surface cells can be connected to the same node or connection point, comparable to a SPICE circuit node. The routine to reduce and combine the coefficients of potential of multiple surface cells to one single node coefficient of potential IS] is influencing the partial element calculating time and accuracy of the resulting PEEC model. This paper proposes three novel solutions for the reduction from surface-to node-coefficients of potential for the PEEC method. In the last section resulting node coefficients of potentials for the different methods are compared for basic PEEC model building blocks and a realistic PEEC model example is also given.
THE PEEC METHOD
The theoretical derivation for the PEEC method starts from the expression of the electric field, at field point ?, by using the scalar and vector potentials C$ and d
respectively. The advantages with the PEEC method is noted in the simple example in Fig. 1 . First, the method trausforms the electromagnetic field problem to a circuit representation and offers a combined solution making it easy to include additional circuit elements such as transmission lines and power sources. Second, the same model can he used for time-and frequency-domain modelling. Third, the method offers a great deal of flexibility in the calculation of the partial elements (accuracy and speed) and macr*modelling techniques can be used to simplify large problems. 
REDUCTION FROM SURFACE TO PEEC NODE COEFFICIENTS OF POTENTIAL
For one and two dimensional PEEC models multiple surfaces can be associated to the same PEEC node if two discretized objects are put together. This is exemplified in the ID PEEC example in Fig. 2 where the two shaded capacitive cells share the same node. In three dimensional PEEC models, using a edge based formulation, up to three surfaces can share the same node in one object. This is also depicted in Fig. 2 where the three shaded surfaces of the 3D PEEC geometry share the same node, indicated with black circles. For each PEEC object a surface coefficients of potential matrix, Ps, can he written. For the 1D PEEC example in Fig. 2 the Ps matrix is seen in Eq. (3) where p,,,, ( 1 5 i _C 4) and (1 5 j 5 4), are the coefficients of potential for the different surfaces.
Since the surfaces share the same PEEC node a combined self coefficient of potential need to he calculated from Eq. (3) to enable the derivation of the circuit equations. Also, combined mutual coefficients of potentials have to he calculated taking to account all surfaces in the PEEC's. 
Global reduction'approach, Rc
The first technique is considered to be the most accurate since the theoretical conditions enforces:
1. An equi-potential condition to the node points in the complete PEEC model, meaning that the node potential before and after reduction is the same. 
Consider the 1D PEEC model in Fig. 2 where the second and third surfaces (shaded) share the same node. The reduction matrix is then written as Eq. (8) r l o 0 1
And the surface coefficients of potential matrix is r e duced from a 4 x 4 to the 3 x 3 node coefficients of potential matrix.
The drawback of this method are the matrix multiplications and inversions in Eq. (7) that has t o be performed on large dense matrices, PN(n, x n,] and Psjn. x n,] where n, and n. are the number of nodes and surfaces respectively and n, 5 n.. The size of the PS matrix can, in the worst case, be three times the size of the PN matrix. For example, consider the 3D structure in Fig. 2 where the object is discretized into (n, =) 24 surface cells (dashed lines) and (n,, =) 8 corresponding nodes (solid black circles).
The accuracy for this approach is guaranteed by the theoretical conditions enforced in the derivation of the reduction matrix, Rc. Therefore, this method will be considered as the reference in the comparisons in Section Numerical Ezpenments.
Local reduction approach, RL
The matrix operations on the large matrices in Eq. (7) are avoided in the second and third method where the node coefficients of potential matrix, PN, is built without creating the surface coefficients of potential matrix, Ps, and the corresponding matrix operations.
In the second method the same conditions as for the Global reduction approach are enforced for the actual node/nodes involved in the reduction while the rest of the system is not considered. The advantage is that the size of the Ps matrix is equal to the number of surfaces involved in the reduction for each node. The reduction matrix, RL, is constructed in the same way as before but for the nodes involved in the actual computation. The PN matrix for the 1D PEEC model in Fig. 2 Since the 1D PEEC object in Fig. 2 is a small system the speed up using this Local reduction approach is negligible. But, for larger systems the speed up is substantial, see Section Numerical Ezperiments.
The Local reduction approach enforces the equipotential and conservation of charges to the local system. Therefore the method decouples the local system and performs the reduction from surface to node coefficients of potentials. The error introduced by the reduction is hard to quantify for a general PEEC model. But, the impact on single node coefficients of potential for basic PEEC geometries and a simple example is displayed in Section Numerical Experiments.
Local weighting approach, RW
The third method uses a weighting mean value procedure to calculate the node coefficients of potential matrix, Phi. The calculation is based on the aseas, A , , 0 < i 5 n,, and the surface coefficients of potentials , p,,, , for the capacitive surface patches, as shown in Eq.
(13).
For equal surface cell areas, A, = A,, this corresponds to the arithmetic mean valuc. In Eq. (13) the node coefficients of potential P, is calculated without any matrix operations and is therefore the fastest method.
The equi-potential condition is fulfilled as for the other approaches. But the conservation of charges COILdition is transformed to depend on the chasge distribution that in turn is considered in the surface coefficients of potential calculations, ie the orientation and position of the surface cells.
CIRCUIT EQUATIONS FOR PEEC PROBLEMS
It is important to notice the use of the node coefficients ofpotential matrix, PN, when forming the circuit equations for the final PEEC model. When using the modified nodal approach the PN-matrix is used directly while for other formulations such as nodal (admittance matrix) formulations the inverse of the PN-matrix is used. This can result in the preferred use of the global reduction approach for the latter formulations since the accuracy is higher and one matrix inversion has to be done, the one in Eq. (7) or the one to transform the PNmatrix to the inverse PN-matrix. It is worth to notice the wide use of the modified nodal approach for autmatic formulation of circuit equations in circuit analysis software and also for PEEC based EM solvers.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The three methods have been implemented in a PEEC based full-wave solver. The numerical experiments presented in the following subsections involve computation of the self-and mutual-node coefficients of potential for basic PEEC geometries/PEEC model building blocks. A parallel plate capacitor is used to exemplify the impact of the different calculation techniques on PEEC model results.
Node coefficients of potential calculations
This section displays the impact of the different calculation routines on self-and mutual-node coefficients of potential calculations. The results are displayed in Fig.  3 to 7 with a node coeficient of potential relative error, P,,,.,,,., defined as in Eq. (14).
In Eq. (14) Pij is the calculated node coefficient of potential (node-cop), using the local reduction-or weighting-approach, and PijHG is the same node-cop calculated using the global reduction approach.
. In the results the global reduction approach is considered as the reference, thus the zero relative error indicated in the figures. All the figures show a reduced node-cop. relative error, Eq. (14), for nodes made up of homogenous patches when using the local weighting approach. The error is predominantly larger using the local weighting approach than for the local reduction approach. The maximum relative error using RL is 0.07, while the maximum error using Rw is 0.13. It can be noted that the relative error is larger for the calculation of the self node-cop. compared to the mutual term when using the local reduction approach. 
Parallel piate capacitor
To display the impact of the different nodecop calculation routines a 10 x 10 cm (L x W) parallel plate capacitor is modelled. The capacitor geometry is chosen since the capacitive effects are important in the resulting PEEC model and thus displays the impact of the different calculation routines effectively. The capacitor plates are 50 pm thick (T) and spaced 1 mm apart by a dielectric material with relative permittivity of 3.4 resulting in a theoretical capacitance value of 0.3011 nF. The capacitance value is then calculated or modelled based on ( L p , P, R, 7)PEEC frequency domain simulations while varying.
The 3D capacitance reduction methods:
-RG.
-RI,.
-Rw.
The capacitor discretization:
-1 or 5 inductive cells for L and W directions for both conducting plates and dielectric material.
-Zero thickness or 1 inductive cell for the conductor plate thicknesses (T).
The results from the test are shown in Table 1 where the Speed up is defined as %, where T R~ is the calculation time for the PN matrix using the Global reductzon approach and T is the current PN matrix calculation time. The C,,,,, is a relative error defined as where CA is the analytical capacitance value, 0.3011 nF, and C is the capacitance value from simulations.
The impact on the modelled capacitance value for the different formulations is substantial, see Table 1 , with a maximum relative error of 15%. The (Lp, P, R, T)PEEC simulations based on the Global reduction approach is predicting the capacitance value best with a maximum relative error of 2.8%. The other formulations displays a variation in relative error but also a considerable speed up, in the order of 22 times, for this small problem.
CONCLUSIONS
Three different formulations for the calculation of the PEEC model node coefficients of potential is presented and evaluated. The global reduction approach offer theoretically very good accuracy but suffers from the matrix operations involved resulting in large computation times. The local reduction approach performs the same matrix operations on maximum two nodes at a time thus reducing the computational effort and a considerable speed up is obtained. The third method calculates the node-cop by using a local weighting procedure for the individual surfaces but suffers from poor accuracy for certain cell aspect ratios. To be noted is that the speed up is strongly dependent on the speed and efficiency of the matrix routines used in the PEEC implementation. However the speed up is increasing proportional to problem size, ie number of nodes and surfaces in the PEEC model, when using the local reduction approach or the local weighting approach instead of the global reduction approach. For the parallel plate capacitor example, consisting of maximum 210 nodes, the speed up is in the order of 22 times with a maximum relative error of 15%. For one test, in Table 1 , the local weighting approach showed a reduced relative error and a speed up of 29 times compared to the global reduction approach.
